
Nucleation, noun [nuː.klɪˈeɪ.ʃən]:
The first step catalyzing the process of a 

massive change of phase in physical state.



We're failing our children and our future
through our use of fossil fuels—we must

transition to a carbon-managed economy.
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• Externalized carbon 
emissions causing global 
warming & climate change

• Billions without any energy 
access and many more 
underserved by energy

• Environmentally damaging, 
with both broad ecologic 
and health impacts

• Highest rates of industry 
job injury and fatality, and 
corporate corruption



Nucleation Capital is a venture fund focused on backing the 

entrepreneurs who are developing the critical technologies 

that will fully enable the world's transition to a 100% clean, 

carbon-managed global economy, supporting greater energy 

access as well as ecologic and human health and welfare.

Energy systems are the lifeblood of a 
thriving society, but how we produce 
our energy is both hurting our planet 

and not meeting our needs.
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Fossil fuel emissions pose the greatest 
existential threat ever faced by 
mankind. We need to manage carbon 
emissions in two key ways:

1. Deploy new clean energy technologies at 

scale to eliminate new CO2 emissions

2. Reduce accumulated emissions by 

capturing CO2 to utilize or sequester.
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Image credit: NASA. 

NASA scientists using 

VIIRS satellite imagery 

allows us to view fossil 

fuel's geographic footprint, 

as seen from space, by 

identifying the heat from 

drilling rig gas flares.



✓ ADVANCED NUCLEAR ENERGY— reliable, energy-dense,

small footprint, scalable designs that can disrupt fossil fuel use by 

deploying safe, affordable, modular, firm clean energy plants

✓ DEEP DECARBONIZATION— technologies to reduce existing 

CO2 accumulations and store, utilize or transform the carbon, so we 

can use carbon-neutral fuels until we fully electrify everything

✓ MACRO-ENERGY INTEGRATION— smarter grid implementations

that allow for increased intermittency but reduced energy waste, 

optimizing energy routing for critical climate services.

Nucleation Capital will invest in 
and support outstanding teams
developing innovative products 
and services enabling improved
CO2 management through:
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Global Energy in 2020, gets an
• $6 trillion market, touches all industries and activity

• 80% of global energy comes from burning fossil fuels

• 20% of today's 7.8 billion still living in dire energy poverty

• ~35 billion tons of CO2 emitted annually (and growing)

• 1+ trillion tons of emitted CO2 heating the planet

• 6 million premature deaths per year from air pollution

• On a path to catastrophic temperature rise by 2100

• <1 decade left to "bend the curve" before it is too late!

• Energy markets fail to value carbon-free generation
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Where we need to be by 2050
• Fossil fuel use reduced to less than 10% of energy used for 

electricity, industry, agriculture, buildings & transportation

• Electricity supply expanded to meet 3x demand resulting from 

electrification and global development on a hotter, drier 

planet

• Sufficient clean power to support ongoing capture of CO2 and 

sequestration or conversion into carbon-neutral fuels

• Massive restoration of forests, oceans and natural ecosystems 

to help achieve less than 1.5°C temperature rise climate 

restoration.
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We can't do all that within our limited 
time and carbon budget without more 
nuclear power.

Fortunately, developers are re-imagining nuclear in powerful ways, 

so that it better meets a wide range of our 21st Century needs, so 

that we can decarbonize more than just electricity grids.
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Our Projection of an Optimal Future

The fastest path to carbon management requires scaling fission from the 2030s to 50s, followed by fusion deployment.

GLOBAL SOURCES OF PRIMARY ENERGY GREENHOUSE GAS NET EMISSIONS

COAL OIL GAS RENEWABLES BIOFUELS

TRADITIONAL NUCLEAR FISSION & FUSION

BASELINE CONTINUATION CURRENT POLICIES: +3.6ºC BY 2100

SCENARIO WITH ADVANCED NUCLEAR & CCUS: +1.3ºC BY 2100

2020 

$6 trillion

market

Projected 

$15 trillion

market

* Graphs and scenario developed with support from EN-Roads Beta by Climate Interactive and MIT's Management Sustainability Institute.

+1.4ºC
+2.6ºF

Temperature

Increase by

2100

Parameters for this scenario: High carbon tax; Renewables, Biofuels and Nuclear are subsidized; Fossil fuels lose subsidies 

and are taxed instead; policies prioritize electrification, reliable grids, afforestation and funding for carbon removal technol ogy.
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NUCLEAR HAS BEEN A SOLID PERFORMER NEXT-GENERATION NUCLEAR'S FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONALITY WILL INCREASE ITS MARKETABILITY

Rapid build-out is possible 

New reactors can install 
at existing coal or gas 
plants, saving habitat

Grid efficiencies increase

Nuclear's 90% capacity 
factor, density and grid 
stability delivers more

Advanced nuclear poised to expedite clean transition

Gens II and III

"Advanced Nuclear"

A complete reimagining of nuclear 
energy will enable it to competitively 
meet an increased percentage of the 
world's clean, firm energy needs.

70 years of safe, reliable power 

• 450 reactors produce about 10% 

of global electricity

• Nuclear produces the majority of 

US carbon-free energy

• Nuclear achieved 93% capacity in 

2019 & boosted efficiency by 

>5% over 2018

• Nuclear is #1 in safety, with zero 

deaths in the US, minimal world-

wide

•
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Gen IV, aka "Advanced Nuclear"
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(Still commercially available

but take a long time to build)
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US Tax Credits 

Reg 45Q provides a $45 
per ton tax credit that is 
stimulating markets

Cap and Trade Programs 

Now operate in 50% of 
global markets

Some classic "deep tech" disruptions

Mobil Phones Automobile Get to Moon Atomic Energy

Numerous technologies that were in use for decades have been re-imagined and redesigned to meet 21st century needs. Despite 

long and expensive transformations, once reintroduced, adoption curves can be exponential and result in huge investor returns.

Market Estimates: $800 billion (2020) $180 billion (2020) $425 billion (2020) $1 trillion (2020)

Communications, Internet 

apps, calendars & more

Zero-Emission Vehicles,

Energy management 
Space Exploration, 

science, satellites & more

Scalable, expandable, CO2

–free energy and heat
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

Renewables cannot be used to power our electric 

grids alone because they generate intermittently.

Though they are cheap sources of clean energy, 

solving this problem for the grid is very expensive.

We build natural gas plants as back-up, but this 

locks in gas emissions for decades. Adding battery 

storage options triples the capital expenditures 

associated with achieving reliable energy with 

renewables.

We need to spend 
<$$ and get more 
energy (not less)

Duck-curves 

Big excess costs 
needed to time-shift 
generation

NIMBYs & Ecologic Impacts

Growing opposition to 
utilizing open spaces

Obstacles to 100% clean power using renewables

Availability 

Limited areas for prime 
sitings, subprime result in 
reduced capacity/returns

Little Scalability

Each project requires 
unique siting, zoning & 
infrastructure work
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Renewables' expansion has powered a 3x natural gas expansion



PROBLEM SOLUTION

Renewables paired with nuclear creates zero-

emission electric grids that are reliable, scalable, 

resilient and substantially cheaper, while reducing 

ecologic impacts and climate risks. 

We save by not needing redundant capacity, new 

gas and storage, freeing capital for investment in 

high-value services such as CCUS and synthetic 

fuel production, further powering CO2 reduction.

Nuclear improves 
grid performance 
and saves money

Rapid build-out is possible 

New reactors can install 
at existing coal or gas 
plants, saving time, 
costs and habitats

Grid efficiencies increase

Nuclear's 90% capacity 
factor, density and grid 
stability delivers more

Renewables + Nuclear comprise a 100% clean future

Faster clean energy roll-out 

Better options speed 
global decarbonization of 
diverse geographies

Costs will decline

Integrated grids will 
perform better, prevent 
curtailments and outages, 
add new revenue streams

Nuclear and renewables in tandem reduce the integrated system costs of decarbonization.
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COMPONENTS OF GLOBAL ENERGY GROWTH

Global electricity demand will triple as electrification shifts services to the grid

Prioritizing 100% clean 

electric grids: first step

▪ The IPCC prescribes CO2

reductions of 50% by 2030 and 

90-100% by 2050

▪ Global decision-makers are 

unifying around these goals

▪ Ensuring grid affordability and 

reliability requires nuclear

▪ Coal is uneconomic but bans on 

natural gas installations are also 

starting to appear in zoning codes

Transitioning 
away from coal, 
gas and oil 

Meeting new grid 
demand around 
the world

Electrification of 
transportation 
and industry

Powering new 
CO2 industries & 
carbon neutrality

Everyone deserves clean 

power energy services

▪ One billion+ people do not have 

access to energy now

▪ World population will grow from 7.8 

to 9-10 billion by 2050

▪ UN Sustainable Development Goals 

seek international investment to 

bring clean energy to more regions

▪ Energy access is key to better 

quality of life and reductions in 

global instability and must grow

Electrifying as many 

energy uses as possible

▪ 21st century services increasingly 

are moving to be available online

▪ Transportation, industry and heating 

are electrifying but will take time 

▪ Synthesis of carbon-neutral liquid 

fuels will bridge the period until 

electrification can happen

▪ Advanced nuclear is being designed 

to deliver clean process heat for 

hard to electrify industrial uses.

Cleaning up the waste 

left by burning fuels

▪ CO2 must be captured and stored 

to reduce costly climate impacts

▪ CCUS firms are developing carbon-

neutral products that generate 

revenue and improve economics

▪ ~1,000 gigatons of CO2 in the sky is 

like an oil field open to anyone with 

the technology to capture it.

▪ Q45 tax credits are already spurring 

new CCUS markets and ventures
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

Even if we succeed in transforming energy and 

eliminating all new emissions, CO2 previously 

released will linger and warm the planet to an 

inhospitable level, so it must be reduced.

Experts estimate that a trillion tons of CO2 must 

be removed from the atmosphere and oceans to 

restore our climate to historical bounds. This big 

need is causing the CCUS industry to expand.

Innovative ventures 
to rethink CO2 are 
emerging in droves

Utilization 

Methods to synthesize 
fuels and food from CO2
are being developed

Capture Technologies

Innovation is happening 
around the world

Why do we need CCUS*?

Storage 

Methods to store carbon, 
so it can't escape back 
into the air, are viable

Carbon Markets

Trials of various ways to 
limit carbon emissions 
are under way globally

*CCUS refers to methodologies for carbon capture, utilization and sequestration.
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

International and state policies have already 

established various incentives for CCUS markets 

to take off, and this trend will continue. 

The number of ventures that can take CO2 as an 

input for a carbon-neutral product or sell CO2 to 

others is exploding.

Ventures critical to 
our survival are also 
generating revenue

US Tax Credits 

Reg 45Q provides a $45 
per ton tax credit that is 
stimulating markets

Cap and Trade Programs 

Now operate in 50% of 
global markets

Carbon "values" are driving investment activity

Risk & Return 

Oil and gas—if required to 
capture their CO2—would 
not be viable

ESG is Outperforming

Impact investing has taken 
hold and is growing

Businesses sell CO2 to customers for $100s per ton, yet carbon "pricing" is debated!
16



Nuclear and renewables are primed to disrupt fossil fuels and scale rapidly for true emissions reductions

✓ Bipartisan legislation has made AN a priority for the U.S.

✓ NRC licensing process recrafted to enable faster 

reviews and the 1st SMR (Gen 3.5) design was approved by 

the NRC

✓ The 1st 4th Gen NRC application is now in process and has 

already been approved to use nuclear waste as fuel

✓ The Biden Climate Plan supports strong investment in nuclear 

innovation and growth of the U.S. AN industry.

✓ Clean Energy Standards (CES) which track CO2 emissions 

and force real emissions reductions, are being adopted

✓ CES, unlike Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), favors 

nuclear and renewables but (finally) not natural gas

✓ New nuclear builds are on the rise internationally

✓ The U.S. International Development Finance Corp. ended 

its finance ban on nuclear builds in 2020
17

Why invest in nuclear now?

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

23 states current 
targets to get to 

80-100% CO2 
reduction and/or 

Net Zero by 
2045-2050

Nuclear Energy 
Innovation 

Capabilities Act 
signed

Nuclear Energy 
Innovation & 

Modernization 
Act signed

Biden 
campaigns on 
climate action 
(inclusive of 

nuclear energy) 
and wins

OKLO 
submits 
first Gen 
4 COLA

NuScale becomes 
first Gen 3.5 SMR 
group to get NRC 

certification

Energy 
Innovation & 

Carbon 
Dividend Act 

(co-sponsored 
by 80 Reps)

ExxonMobil 
removed 
from DJIA

IPCC deadline 
for 50% global 

emissions 
reduction

Paris COP 
Agreement 

reached

1st Gen 3 
reactors 
built and 

producing

CT, MA, NJ, 
OR to meet 

1st CO2

goals
CO, LA, MI, 

MN, NV, NH, 
NC, PA, VT to 
meet 1st CO2

goals

Ten states to 
reduce CO2 by 

40-50% 

{385 ppm} {396 ppm} {410 ppm}

California 
phases out 

sales of gas-
powered cars 

San Jose, San 
Francisco, 

Menlo Park 
and Berkeley 

ban gas in new 
construction

US IDFC 
ends ban on 

financing 
nuclear 
projects 

Obama hosts 
White House 

Forum on 
Nuclear 
Energy

Pope 
issues 

climate 
encyclical

Pandora's 
Promise, first 

pronuclear film 
released 

Green New 
Deal "leaves 
door open to 

nuclear"

Hurricane 
Sandy does 

$65 billion in 
damage

InsideNews 
breaks story of 
ExxonMobil's 

climate research 
on CO2 in late 
70s showing 

climate
impacts

The Biden Administration 
(Pro-climate & pro-nuclear)

The IPCC warned of dire 
impacts if we don't reduce 
global emissions by at least 
50% by 2030, yet we have 

made no real progress



Why now?Nuclear checks all the boxes that make it a great, low-GHG 

complement to intermittent sources like wind and solar

Not weather dependent

Small built footprint

Low CO2 emissions

No toxic emissions

Low mortality rate

Climate resilient

Little extraction

High capacity factor

Low refueling downtime 

Good paying, perm. jobs

Scalable systems

Helps grid performance 

Will be load following

Can be built anywhere

NUCLEAR GAS

For more than a decade, Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) have enabled natural gas to 
flourish as a backup to renewables. Now, states like California and New York are moving to 

Clean Energy Standards (CES) that require utilities to focus on actual emissions reductions 

and restore grid reliability, as RTOs grapple with the costs and limitations of renewables.

✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔ ✔
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Nucleation Team

Valerie Gardner
Managing Partner

Rod Adams
Managing Partner

Dr. Jonathan Tiemann
Partner & CFO

Rick DeGolia
Managing Member

Mike Jackson
Advisor

Experience, Focus and Vision

Our team is comprised of thought leaders and experts connected in 

the mission of investing in and supporting entrepreneurs working to 

address the world's most wicked problem—climate change.

"It takes a village"

We welcome investors with 

relevant expertise to join our 

advisory board.
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Mike Jackson
Venture Partner

Technical + Advisory Team

We are honored to have the support of a broad 

community of experts allied with our mission of 

helping innovative nuclear and CCUS enterprises 

bring paradigm-shifting technologies to market 

successfully. (Partial listing)

Laura Smoliar
Investment

Ray Rothrock
Investment/Technology

Ross Koningstein
Policy & Markets

Todd Allen
Technical/Innovation

Jake DeWitte
Technical/CEO

James Lavin
CCUS & Operations

Bret Kugelmass
Strategy/Investment

Charles Peterson
Legal & Industry

Bob Lurie
Utility & Clean Energy

Tom Blees
Science/Technology

Gary Dillabough
Investment/CleanTech

Ed Pheil
Technology/CEO

20Meredith Angwin
Energy Industry



Our unique mission

Advancing the next generation of clean, safe nuclear to power decarbonization 

Investors want their wealth to last yet climate change puts wealth, health, security—and nearly everything else—at risk. The longer we go without "bending the 

curve" on CO2 emissions, the greater the calls for a "whole of technology" approach. Nucleation Capital will identify superior ventures dev eloping scalable, cost-

effective decarbonization solutions, with the greatest opportunity to make extraordinary returns meeting diverse needs to decarbonize. We invite investors to 

participate in the growth of these under-appreciated yet critically-important sectors.

Valerie Gardner, JD/MBA

Tech/Finance entrepreneur who 

built three companies, including 

WebTV Networks, (acquired by 

Microsoft for $.5 billion), and TIA 

(Tiemann Investment Advisors). 

Valerie has been at the forefront

of a wave of investors seeking to

invest in superior clean energy

solutions that address climate. 

She brings decades of start-up and advisory experience with 

technology hardware start-ups. In 2014, after evaluating 

existing methodologies for de-risking carbon pricing in stock 

portfolios, Valerie developed TIA's Future GenerationsTM

portfolio strategy focused on select public nuclear securities. 

Yet, by 2016, Valerie recognized that nuclear innovation was 

happening in private ventures. By 2018, Valerie and Rod 

had begun to explore the launch of an investment vehicle to 

provide investors with diversification across the spectrum of 

next-generation privately-held advanced nuclear and CCUS 

ventures. They selected AngelList's Rolling Fund technology 

in late 2020 to better democratize investor access.

Rod Adams, MS, Systems Technology

Rod served multiple tours of duty, 

including one as the Engineering 

Officer on the USS Von Steuben 

before retiring as a Commander. 

In 1993, he founded Adams Atomic 

Engines, launching one of the first

nuclear energy start-ups, and he 

holds a patent for a nuclear gas 

turbine innovation. Having lived for 

many years within feet of a nuclear reactor, Rod was one of 

the earliest to recognize the importance of next-generation 

nuclear innovation to addressing future energy needs and the 

potential profitability of Advanced Nuclear companies. He has 

long envisioned the role that private investors would fill in 

building the success of the industry and re-crafting its value 

proposition to the public. Rod's knowledge of both traditional 

nuclear and advanced industry players, technologies and 

markets is unparalleled and he's widely known and respected 

as an author, visionary and podcast host with his finger on the 

beating heart of this sector.

Jonathan Tiemann, PhD, Finance

Dr. Tiemann brings more than 

30 years of finance and invest-

ment management expertise, 

including having served as 

Chief Investment Strategist for 

Barclays Global Investors (now 

Blackrock), as President and

Chief Investment Officer for

BARRA RogersCasey Asset 

Services and as Chief Investment Officer for AdvisorTech

Corp, one of the earliest fintech ventures where he 

served as the architect of the quantitative-style portfolio 

design. Jonathan earned his Ph.D. at Yale University and 

then taught finance at Harvard Business School for five 

years. He co-founded Tiemann Investment Advisors (TIA) 

with Valerie and serves as president and CIO, now directly 

managing over $300M in assets, with valuation expertise 

in nearly every asset class. He has served on numerous 

boards, including the Economic Advisory Board of FINRA, 

the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.
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Why Advanced Nuclear is highly competitive

Minimal ecologic impact 

• Small, compact land footprint

• Can reuse retired coal or gas plant 
sites, saving on costs

• Can use nuclear waste as fuel

Smaller, modular, transportable

• Will be factory made and so achieve 
cost reductions

• Smaller modules will be safely, easily 
transported to location

• Reduced construction time, costs and 
financing needs

• System automation will reduce 
operating costs, augment safety

Reliable, flexible, resilient, clean

• Nuclear efficiency and capacity factors keep 
improving over time

• Flexible generation provides electricity, 
process heat, grid stabilization services or load 
following, as needed

• Fully enclosed systems will operate in a 
changing climate with extreme weather

Sized for today but expanded tomorrow

• Scalable designs allow capacity to be added 
incrementally and cost-effectively, as needed

• Diverse designs will meet a wide array of 
distinctive customers' energy needs

• Co-location with revenue-generating "climate 
services" improves project economics

22Artist's rendering of NuScale's small modular reactor plant at night. In mid-2020, Nuscale became the first company to receive an SMR design certification from the NRC.



"What about the waste?"

• Technical solutions are available so existing 
solutions simply require political agreement

• Waste is already 100% safely stored and has 
never hurt anyone. The solutions exist.

• What we call "waste" is mostly unused fuel: 
next-gen will recycle this back into fuel

"Nuclear is not clean energy"

• Nuclear is a 100% carbon-free source of 
energy generation, which is what we need 
badly in order to reduce GHG emissions

• Nuclear fuel production used to be highly 
energy-intensive but advanced designs will 
reduce both the need to mine and the 
refinement required

• Nuclear provides the only firm source of 
clean energy, which enables decarbonization 
far more quickly and cost-effectively

"Nuclear is too dangerous and risky"

• Nuclear energy is among the safest types of energy 
ever devised by mankind. There is 70 years of 
data—and minimal mortality from the few 
accidents shows that even melt-downs are not a 
huge threat to human life or the planet.

• People's fears have been conditioned by fictional 
stories and urban myths, sometimes deliberately.

"Too expensive and takes too long to build" 

• True for Gen III but Gen IV is changing the size, cost, 
and safety paradigms, so most plants will feature 
modular components that will be manufactured in 
factories, shipped to the site, and assembled 
quickly in standard formations, reducing build time.

• Costs will decline as production increases 
and learning curves shorten, reducing finance 
costs.

• Next-gen designs will arrive by the end of this 
decade, later than we might wish but on time to 
provide critical decarbonization in a timely way.

Why objections to Nuclear are diminishing
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Additional global grid 

demand by 2050, TWh
(BNEF predictions by region*)

AN development timeframes will allow nuclear to 

meet most of the demand for electricity by 2050

• Grid demand projected to double 

worldwide, powered largely by higher 

rates of growth from developing regions 

and lower growth in the US and Europe.

• Vehicle electrification is expected to take 

~4,000 TWh of energy away from liquid 

fuels and add it to the grid, comprising 

~10% of the world's demand.

• BNEF has not yet projected out demand 

related to increases from global CCUS 

activity, which we expect will become an 

increasingly significant demand 

additionality.

*Bloomberg New Energy Finance: https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/



Why the world must adopt CCUS

❖ Capturing CO2 and sequestering large amounts are the only way to restore 

the climate to "normal" bounds but the scale is enormous

❖ Hundreds of companies are developing technologies for capturing CO2 and 

converting it into useful products. Considerable know-how already exists: 

what remains is largely the challenge of achieving cost-effective commercial 

designs that can scale up and financing development

❖ The emerging CCUS industry will introduce a wide range of carbon-neutral 

products from liquid fuels to proteins and plastics: for all these ventures, the 

availability of low cost, reliable, 24x7 clean energy is the essential enabler for 
this industry—and this can only come from nuclear fission or fusion.

25

Even if we eliminate all new emissions tomorrow, the extra 1 trillion gigatons of 

CO2 we already have emitted will continue to force global warming to increase 

to dangerous levels.

(Background tombstone images come from a listing of CCUS companies by AirMiners.org, a group that is bringing CCUS companies together.)



CCUS projects finding willing funders 

Companies like United Airlines are investing in CCUS 

development projects like Carbon Engineering's

direct air capture technoloty to capture

millions of tons of CO2 in order

to offset emissions from

their commercial

operations.

26(Artist's rendering of the Carbon Engineering carbon capture concept. )



There's also growing global activity focused on 

Advanced Nuclear designs, both fission and fusion
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Examples of highly interesting ventures

Note: This information is being provided solely to identify examples of the types of investments the fund would consider. There are no assurances that the fund or 

its investors will have access to these specific portfolio investments. Moreover, no determination to invest in any particular company has been made at this time.
28



Examples of highly interesting ventures (Cont.)

Note: This information is being provided solely to identify examples of the types of investments the fund would consider. There are no assurances that the fund or 

its investors will have access to these specific portfolio investments. Moreover, no determination to invest in any particular company has been made at this time.
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CAPTURING VALUE OPPORTUNITIES

Our focus is on early and venture stage deals in the 

US, Canada and UK with exceptional teams scalable 

technologies and superior business models. 

When appropriate, we will lead deals and assist 
fundraising by adding syndication through our 

broad network of science and nuclear technology-

savvy investors. 

We will leverage our expert network in support of 
portfolio ventures, recognizing that it takes an 

interdisciplinary "village" of experts to support the 

emergence of complex technologies.

Nucleating and 
cleanly powering 
the coming carbon 
managed economy

Deep Decarbonization 

Carbon capture, storage, 
utilization, synthetic 
fuels, industrial and 
consumer uses, trading 
and rating systems, etc. 

Nuclear Innovation

Reactor, fuel, waste 
treatment and storage 
design and development, 
control systems, training 
and deployment ventures

Investment focus

Supply chain and industrial 

applications 

Advanced materials, 
manufacturing, robotics, 
medical and industrial 
isotope applications, etc. 

Grid lntegration

Grid management and 
optimization, integration 
software, energy and 
climate services, sales, 
maintenance, support, etc.

Primary Investment Areas

30
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Market Opportunities

Global Energy Market
Energy is the largest market in 

the world and is the lifeblood 

of modern society. Energy-

related revenues reached an 

estimated $6 trillion in 2020. 

Experts generally project 

demand to double by 2050 

(but the need for global CCUS 

has not been factored in).

$6t

$15t

Population/Percentage 
Under-Served Energy
Despite the enormity of the 

energy market, an estimated 

1.5 billion people do not have 

access to sufficient energy. 

Our choices will determine 

whether the world's growing 

populations will be well-

served by energy or not.

10b+

/.25b

7.8b

/1+b

CO2 Emissions and 
Fossil Fuel's Share of 
Global Energy Market
The use of 600 exajoules of 

energy in 2020 released ~35 

Gigatons of CO2e. Fossil 

fuels generate 80% of global 

energy. Experts warn that 

90% of all emissions must be 

eliminated by 2050.

Nuclear's Share of 
US/Global Market
Nuclear produces majority 

(55%) of the US' clean energy 

but is just 10% of total energy 

capacity. To meet our global 

carbon reduction goals, 

nuclear may have to grow to 

as much as 65% of global 

energy capacity by 2050.

Global CCUS Activity
To prevent catastrophic 

warming, as much as 1 

trillion tons of CO2 need to 

be captured and sequestered 

to restore climate health. Not 

only are major innovations 

needed but also policies and 

funding to drive revenues for 

this market. 

5Gt

<10%

55%-

65%

Really 

huge

35Gt

80%

10%

(55%)

Almost 

none

2020

2050
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Impacts from climate change depend on policies implemented
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CO2 policy responses matched to estimated ranges for global temperature rise by 2050

Business as usual, maintain planned resource extraction

Eliminate existing structural governmental incentives for fossil fuels

Eliminate fossil incentives, implement clean energy standards with a low carbon price

Eliminate fossil incentives, implement strong CES and strong, escalating carbon price

All of above strong carbon policies, plus support for rapid deployment of advanced nuclear

All of above strong carbon and nuclear policies, plus governmental incentives for CCUS activity
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Terms
Where to invest

Nucleation at AngelList: angel.co/v/back/nucleation-capital

Minimum Commitment*

Individuals: $20,000 ($5,000 per quarter with a 4 quarter minimum)

Institutions: $200,000 ($50,000 per quarter with a 4 quarter minimum)

Fees

2% per annum (inclusive of all costs); 20% carry following full return of subscribed capital

Fund development costs and four quarters of AngelList fees covered by managing partners

Investor Requirements

Must be an accredited or qualified investor (and approved by AngelList)

Invested funds may be illiquid for up to ten years but returned sooner, when liquidity is provided

Investor Rights

Pro-rata participation in every deal closed for all quarters subscribed

GP carry withheld until all investor capital for the subscribed term has been fully repaid

AngelList serves as fund custodian and K1 tax reporting is provided by AngelList via your LP account 

Priority access to all of Nucleation's syndication and SPV offerings

* Terms may be waived at the discretion of the managing partners.
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Technology-supported interface improves fund economics and enables:

About the AngelList Rolling Fund

• Automation of administrative steps, including subscription and accreditation

• A lower minimum investment threshold, improves suitability for more investors

• Management of larger pool of participating investors to be cost-effective

• Reduced fund formation costs means reduced total management fees

• Fulfills requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 exemption 506(c) which allows for public 

statements and broader outreach capabilities

• Rolling fund investors select the amount they wish to invest per quarter and the number of 

quarters in which to subscribe but most other terms are standard

• Level, scheduled capital calls in the amount set by the LP are made at the beginning of each 

quarter, improving cash management

• Investors can cancel or modify their subscription at any time; subscriptions will automatically 

renew unless cancelled or modified.
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Risk Factors

Venture capital is innately risky: our fund 
increases that risk in several key ways 

This is a brief review of some of the additional risks that an investment in 

Nucleation Capital poses, relative to that of most other venture capital funds.

Fund objective

We have created Nucleation Capital because advanced nuclear energy combined with carbon capture 

technology has the potential to save the world from climate change, yet are essentially ignored by the 

investment community. We care to invest our own money and share access to other investors in these 

under-appreciated technology areas, since there is no existing vehicle providing investors diversified 

exposure to these areas. As powerful solutions to the world's most dire global crisis, we believe the 

return potential is enormous and will increase exponentially as climate impacts grow more severe. As 

such, we bring both purpose and profit objectives in launching this fund. 

Fund Strategy

Both advanced nuclear and carbon capture and utilization involve complex development work, which 

poses high risks because of longer time frames, higher capital requirements, regulatory oversight and 

siting issues, which necessarily require public processes. Due to the risky nature of both these primary 

areas, we have elected to diversify by including vertically-integrated industry ventures related to supply 

chain, grid integration, and industrial applications that address a wider range of markets and so pose 

substantially different risks. Nevertheless, a substantial portion of our portfolio will share higher than 

normal venture risks and a good portion is centered within the nuclear industry and supporting supply 

ventures. By choosing to keep our focus more narrow, we are able to concentrate our expertise better, 

maintain closer connections with experts in the field and access better information but it means that 

our exposure to correlated sectoral risks is higher.

Thesis Risks

Climate change remains a polarizing issue. Nuclear power and CCUS are also polarizing. Deploying 

nuclear as a solution to climate change has yet to garner widespread public support. The support 

that does exist comes from political and climate science thought leaders, not environmental 

leaders. To date, the U.S. Congress has not passed legislation that directly addresses solutions to 

climate change. While the Biden Administration appears motivated to address climate, with a 

very narrow majority, it may fail to do so. State policies based on Renewable Portfolio Standards 

(RPS) have disadvantaged nuclear and bolstered natural gas, vastly enriching the fossil fuel 

industry. Newer Clean Energy Standards (CES) focused on reducing carbon emissions would 

benefit nuclear power but is opposed by the fossil fuel industry. There is no certainty that future 

state or federal legislation will adopt policies that level the playing field for advanced nuclear.

Rolling Fund Structure 

Nucleation Capital will be relying upon AngelList (AL) for rolling fund services. Although AL 

was originally founded in 2013, AL only introduced the rolling fund product in 2020. AL 

provides automation of many facets of the fund administration, including investor 

accreditation, collection of funds, custodian services, fee calculations, review and closing of 

portfolio deals as per the fund thesis, issuance of K1s and other functions. As such, 

Nucleation Capital will be dependent upon the provision of these services from AngelList, 

which is itself a venture-backed entity and which has experienced a big increase in demand. 

The Team

Nucleation Capital is a majority woman-owned and led emerging venture fund. Women-led 

teams comprise a small fraction of venture funds and typically raise less than traditional all-male 

funds. Emerging venture funds typically spin out from existing venture funds, with GPs who have 

built prior investment track records with earlier funds with a similar focus area. Nucleation has 

spun out of a 19-year old investment firm that manages public market portfolios but, in seeking 

better exposure to key sources of future clean energy, saw the need for a nuclear innovation-

focused investment vehicle that provides exposure to the innovations happening in this arena. 

Neither the sector nor Nucleation's GPs have prior venture track records to be evaluated.
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Valerie Gardner

valerie@nucleationcapital.com

(650) 799-4494

Rod Adams

rod@nucleationcapital.com

(410) 533-1569
NucleationCapital.com
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